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MESSAGE FROM MANAGEMENT
Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju is a Trustee and Chairman of the
Governing Council of Atria Institute of Technology.
He is a Director of Atria Power Corporation; the company is
into Hydro, Wind and Solar power generation. He started
Atria Convergence Technology; a leader in broadband ISP
service across the country. Mr. Sunder Raju has been
involved in various activities that have contributed to the
social capital. Mr. Sunder Raju was appointed to the Prime
Minister council for skill development. Mr. Sunder Raju's
contribution to Karnataka State Lawn Tennis Association
(KSLTA) as Secretary is recognized nationally. He believes
the next generation of learning experience has to be created
beyond the classic classroom instruction formats.
We have to not only nurture their curiosity but also inculcate the rigor and skills of framing a problem,
finding resources, creating solutions, communicating, and galvanizing opinion. We need to revisit
the evaluation process in a way that the learner can truly assess her own maturity and proficiency by
going beyond scores in exams and one-off projects. The goal is to empower citizens of tomorrow to
navigate the fast-paced disruptions the future portends. Most importantly, we are committed to
fostering a tribe united by mindsets and beliefs that can go out, navigate, and change tomorrow's
world for the better, on their own terms. Distilled to its core, the underlying theme is "Learning to
learn", 24/7 and 365 days a year, at the student's choosing.
Shri. C. S. Sunder Raju
Chairman, Atria IT

Our institute is committed to its vision "To be a
premier technical and management institute that
provides transformational learning and multidisciplinary research to develop socially conscious
and competent professionals"
The students are always encouraged to focus on
industry exposure through company research
projects, industry visits, and guest lectures. They are
provided ample opportunities to participate in extra
co-curricular activities. We believe in emphasizing
more on Student Centric Learning. Today, our alumni
are holding senior positions in many organizations
and more students are joining each year at various levels to contribute meaningfully to the corporate
world. Leading brands name like Accenture, Amazon, Axis Bank, Ernst & Young, J P Morgan IBM,
Infosys, TCS, Dell, Mindtree, Bosch, Goldman Sachs, L&T capital, and many others have offered
placement opportunities to our students in the past. We focus to nurture professionals who can add
value to organizations and pursue innovative entrepreneurial opportunities and aim to provide bestin-class infrastructure to facilitate experiential learning in cutting-edge technologies.
Dr T. N. Sreenivasa
Principal, Atria IT
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Message From Head of
Department
Welcome to the Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering (ECE) at Atria Institute of
Technology, Bengaluru. We started our journey in the
year 2000. The ECE Department offers Bachelor in
Engineering, in Electronics and Communication
Engineering and Masters in Technology, in Digital
Electronics & Communication. Over the last two decades,
the ECE Department has recorded a consistent
improvement in its academic, research and placement
performance. It offers a range of add-on programs to meet
the changing requirement of the industry and to meet the
needs of major stakeholders. We believe that our
students have been well accepted in their job profiles and
have consistently exceeded expectations of the
corporate world. Our students learn and be equipped for
a career in the
Interdisciplinary Digital Economy of tomorrow, incorporating in-demand skills like the Internet of
Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Robotics, Very Large-Scale Integrated
Devices, Nano Electronics, Wireless Networks etc. The department has well qualified and
experienced faculty from reputed institutes. Department is equipped with multiple laboratories under
the VTU curriculum for the practical exposure of the Electronics and Communication Engineering
branch. A dedicated group of faculties train students as per the industry requirements like VLSI,
Embedded, Signal Processing and Communication. The Centre of Excellence (CoE) for the Internet
of Things (IoT) is available for students to explore their creative minds, develop solutions on
Industrial IoT Gateway, Self-sustainable Hydroponics Monitoring Systems, Smart Campus Solutions,
etc. The students are also encouraged and supported for the preparation for GATE/GRE/PSUs
examinations other than their routine studies. The department has a close networking relationship
with professional bodies such as IEEE, IETE, ISTE and experts from leading institution to excel their
knowledge to our department students in the various emerging fields of electronics and
communication engineering. In the future, the department plans to extend its research into new
areas like Biomedical Signal and Image Processing and Smart Devices.
“The focus of the department is to provide a better campus-based educational experience to
the students for developing their learning interest and critical thinking to increase
competencies in them."

Dr. Arun Balodi
SM’IEEE, F’IETE, LM’ISTE
PhD. Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee,
M. Tech. (Gold Medalist)

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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THE HIDDEN GEMS
Rosalind Elsie Franklin (25 July 1920 – 16
April 1958) was a British biophysicist and Xray crystallographer who made critical
contributions to the understanding of the
fine molecular structures of DNA, RNA,
viruses, coal, and graphite. The DNA work
achieved the most fame because DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) plays essential roles
in cell metabolism and genetics, and the
discovery of its structure helped scientists
understand how genetic information is
passed from parents to children. Franklin is
best known for her work on the X-ray
diffraction images of DNA which led to
discovery of DNA double helix. Her data,
according to Francis Crick, were "the data we
actually used" to formulate Crick and
Watson's 1953 hypothesis regarding the
Source : Google pictures
structure of DNA.
Franklin's images of X-ray diffraction confirming the helical structure of DNA were shown to
Watson without her approval or knowledge. Though this image and her accurate
interpretation of the data provided valuable insight into the DNA structure, Franklin's
scientific contributions to the discovery of the double helix are often overlooked.
Unpublished drafts of her papers (written just as she was arranging to leave King's College
London) show that she had independently determined the overall B-form of the DNA helix
and the location of the phosphate groups on the outside of the structure. Moreover, Franklin
personally told Crick and Watson that the backbones had to be on the outside, which was
crucial since before this both they and Linus Pauling had independently generated nonilluminating models with the chains inside and the bases pointing outwards. However, her
work was published third, in the series of three DNA Nature articles, led by the paper of
Watson and Crick which only hinted at her contribution to their hypothesis.
After finishing her portion of the work on DNA, Franklin led pioneering work on the tobacco
mosaic virus and the polio virus. She died in 1958 at the age of 37 of ovarian cancer.
Furthermore, a letter she wrote to her father explaining the place of religion provides an
insightful glimpse into her scientific acumen
"Science to me gives a partial explanation of life, in so far as it goes its based
on fact experience and experiment. Your theories are those which you and many others find
easiest and pleasantest to believe, but as far as I can see they have no foundation other than
that they lead to a pleasant view of life and an exaggerated view of our own importance.
Anyone able to believe in all that religion implies obviously must have such faith, but I
maintain that faith in this world is perfectly possible without faith in another world."
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Role of 6G Networks: Use
Cases and Research
Directions

In a rapidly transforming world, data and connectivity are going to define next-generation wireless communication.
Race for 5G deployment is on full swing across the globe. Smart
connectivity makes people’s life more enjoyable, secure. The
demands of unprecedented data requirements and billions of interconnected devices open new directions in future interest groups
working on beyond 5G. For sustained development in nextgeneration communication, researchers are working for future
6G networks. This article deals with 6G requirements, challenges,
and use case deployment and future research directions.
Keywords: 3GPP, 5G, 6G, Artificial Intelligence, IoE,
IoT.

DR. AMBAR BAJPAI,

DR. ARUN BALODI

SM'IEEE, F'IETE, LM'ISTE,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
ECE DEPT.

SM'IEEE, F'IETE, LM'ISTE,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
ECE DEPT.
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Packet-Optical Core Network
Evolution

RAMESH N
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ECE DEPT.

INTRODUCTION
There has been a rapid growth in the field of communications across the globe. What led to this
major growth is the usage of bandwidth-hungry IP/Ethernet applications which include VPN services,
SAN networks, Internet browsing, peer-to-peer video distribution, IPTV, mobile applications and
video on demand. These new real-time applications require high bandwidth, high availability, low
latency, no jitter and high Quality of Service(QOS) as against the data applications of the past. As
there is a rapid growth of the number of internet users at the same time, high speed connectivity is
required to connect multiple locations amongst the users.
Internet Protocol over DWDM is a concept of sending data packets over an optical layer using
DWDM for its capacity and other operations. In the modern day world, the optical layer has been
supplemented with more functionality, which were once in higher layers. With the recent
developments in dense wavelength-division multiplexing technology, all optical networks offer an
almost unlimited potential for bandwidth. Research is ongoing to introduce more intelligence in the
control plane of the optical transport system, which will make them more survivable, flexible,
controllable and open for traffic engineering. One approach for sending IP traffic on DWDM(wave
length division multiplexing) networks would use a multi-layered architecture comprising of IP/MPLS
over ATM over SONET/SDH over DWDM layer.
Proposed approaches
But increasing the connectivity of routers in the IP layer, and thereby enabling router bypass, does
reduce the number of router ports. In such an architecture, when packet traffic between two router
nodes reaches a level comparable to router port speeds (i.e., 10, 40, or 100 Gbps), a dedicated router
trunk is established between these routers. Packet traffic between these two nodes can thus
“bypass” intermediate routers where they would otherwise undergo midpoint LSR switching and
thus avoid the intermediate router and DWDM interfaces (see Figure 1 and 2). Applied network-wide,
this architecture removes many intermediate router hops. Studies have shown this approach can
enable total network cost savings of 20%–30% in the IP layer and 10%–15% in the DWDM layer, well
in excess of what is possible from using IPoDWDM. While both IPoDWDM and MPLSoDWDM can
enable router bypass, the fact that these architectures tie the DWDM port directly to the router makes
them less than optimal. Effective router bypass optimizes port speed to router-to-router traffic flows
and may involve a mix of trunk speeds at 10, 40, and 100 Gbps. In addition, the turn-up and
reconfiguration of router trunks is directly constrained by the end-to-end optical-link engineering of
each wavelength. This constraint creates operational limitations when issues such as optical
regeneration, optical path restoration, and wavelength blocking come into play.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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The Metal Birds
Human beings have always been fascinated with flying in the sky.
This dream was turned into reality when the Wright Brothers
invented the airplane. They took a historic albeit short flight on
December 17, 1903, and humanity has not looked back since.
Aircraft are now manufactured using a lot of advanced technologies
and the aircraft of the future will revolutionize the way we fly in the
sky.
Currently, there is a term ‘More Electric Aircraft (MEA) which has
become the mantra for an optimized aircraft design. The aircraft
designs are now including more and more electrical components,
which have begun replacing the hydraulic and mechanical systems S H A L I N I V A S H I S H T H A
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
in place. The result of this electrification is a lightweight aircraft. The
ECE DEPT.
outcome of this effort will be a more environmentally-friendly flying
machine making fewer harmful emissions while being quieter and
cheaper.
The increasing popularity of electric vehicles has paved the way for
the successful implementation of electric aircraft. We are on the
verge of an electric aircraft revolution. Several technologies are on
the horizon for the development of new generations of aircraft and
can play a major role in the development of future-ready flying
machines.
Power electronics systems are used for both AC and DC power
distribution designs in the More Electric Aircrafts. The power
converters or switching devices, electric motors, and associated
control systems and components are significant electrical and
electronic parts of the aircraft. The technology of power electronicsbased electric motor drives and the type of power converter
employed for control play a major role in the aircraft’s dynamics.
Companies such as Israel-based ‘Eviation’ have already begun
prototyping this idea and are only going to get better with
improvements in energy efficiency. There is ‘Electra’ a hybridelectric aircraft startup, In the bigger aircraft section ‘Wright Electric’
says it is building a fleet of 186-seat electric airliners for the British
budget airline EasyJet due out by 2030.
Another craft type that needs no runway at all is Air taxis, similar to
overgrown drones, the other new entry is STOL (short take-off and
landing) aircraft. These combine the simplicity and cost-savings of
fixed-wing aircraft with extremely short take-off distances of 100 feet
or less, about one-third of a football field. A string of electric motors
along the wings generates extra lift.
With all the R&D going on, we can hope that there will be a greener
planet earth which will be possible due to the improved designs of
the aircraft which are our wings in the sky.
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The art gallery

DEBLINA | 2nd Year

ATHIRA | 3rd Year
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DILIP | 3rd Year

ASHWINI | 3rd Year

ARUNA | 3rd Year

PRAGNA SHEKAR | 2nd Year
Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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As a carnatic vocalist, with an undying passion for
music, I am very pleased to write this article.
Music is the art of combining sounds to make up
the elements of melody, harmony, timber, rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, and texture which form a
musical composition.
There are many musical genres such as Classical,
EEDM, Funk, Hip-pop, Jazz, Metal, Rock and many
more.
Instrumental contribution isn’t all there is to music,
vocals also play a very central role in music and
when i say vocals, I don’t just mean ballads, rap is a
trending form of vocal music these days.
Versatility is a great skill to have as a musician,
being a versatile musician means that you have
endless styles to draw upon and this skill will
increase the likeliness that you create something
new and interesting.

In these modern times, technology is making a huge difference in the style and ease of composition of
music. With tools for music composition and notation, playback and recording of songs, and so many
more added features, the music world has gained a lot of popularity. Over the last 50 years, the use of
computers to generate sound has evolved into what is today's popular mainstream music.
The new development in audio manipulation is not the only change the music industry has seen. In
fact, the changes that come with digital technology has reached far beyond simple audio recording
and autotuning.
The only difference is that computers are enhancing the music to make it sound more exciting and
appealing to the ears. Expert audio engineers are talking old pieces of music and recreating them.
They are blurring the lines between what is real and what is digital and hence digital technology is
more preferred.
In conclusion, music is a form of therapy, that conveys a range of emotions, one that everyone needs to
experience and feel for themselves, especially in these mentally trying times of social distancing and
isolation. There is always a reason to celebrate music, so celebrate this joy with me.

By Sambhrama A | 3rd Year
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Mother
I saw you first
when i came into this world,
I saw you first
when I came back from school,
I saw you first
when I was in trouble,
I thank you mother
for being there with me
You are awake day & night
when I was not well,
You sang Lullabies
when I had worst nightmares
You wiped off my tears everytime,
when I come with problems.
I thank you mother
for taking care of me
You gave me confidence,
when I has least in my heart.
You encoraged me to do good things,
when I thought I couuldn't.
You showed me that you
love me every second.
when I thought I couldn't,
You showed me that you can do...

You said I love you,
when I thought I was alone.
I thank you mother,
for supporting me.
My mother, my friend so dear.
Throught my life you are always near
A beautiful smile to guide me way,
Your's sunshine to length my day.

GREEN QUEEN MOTHER EARTH

By Santhosh | 3rd Year

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Motivated By Engineering
Human life is incomprehensible and simultaneously enchanting. This form of intellect all over the
planet is not only improving, but heading towards a “super” computing age at a very high pace.
“Behind the scenes” can be confidently interpreted as “Behind the machine” with respect to this era.
Working with minute components, playing with heavy machines, dealing with slight calculation
errors, measuring parameters of astronomical objects are few of the incredible acts done by
engineers.
There are people who see these phenomena and appreciate the hard work, while some want to be
part of the work. This “being part of the work” is the motivation causing engineers to glow in the field
of science.
When a person starts from basics about classification of materials with respect to conductivity, they
encounter two ways, first being moving towards conduction and the other being moving into an
atom.
When they choose the second way their curiosity will rotate around the nucleus of atom along with
electrons by studying them. This leads to more hunger into physics.
These small things are what matter (pun intended!). The passion to learn more leads to exploring
more. If this wasn’t a fact then we as engineers wouldn’t be appreciating the thoughts of our
marvellous scientists preceding our age.

The fundamentals of the atomic particles are exercised to such an extent that our modern
appliances wouldn’t exist without it. For example, there are approximately 5 to 8 billion transistors in
your phone, mind-blowing, right? A phone comprises of so many different elements that they cover
more than half of the periodic table!
Doesn’t this simple yet shocking information make you go “Woah! I’m impressed”?
Ever wondered why a clock ticks, or why sound is produced when it ticks?
The mechanism can be understood when compared to a car, the engine roars when it is working,
similarly the clock produces a ticking sound. An escapement mechanism in the clock is what
produces the sound.
What makes this mechanism work? The answer is simple, energy. For most clocks this energy is
provided by a battery.
Have you ever tried to turn on your TV while blocking the remote control's head with your hand? The
small bulb you see on the remote control emits Infrared(IR) light, these are invincible rays which can
be detected by the TV’s receiver. The wavelength and pulse width of these light rays determine the
function to be performed even though there is no direct contact with TV.
Fun fact: You can actually see the InfraRed light when you watch the bulb(emitter) of the remote
control through a mobile camera when you press any button of the remote control. This emission (i.e
encoding of message) of light, decoding and reading of the information is achieved by very tiny
machines.
The naked eye can only see the green circuit board or thin wires, but the physics and engineering
done on the circuit board using the connecting wires increase the efficiency and compactness are
the acts of an engineer. Almost every automated around us exists thanks to engineers and scientists.
The joy in learning about our surroundings is ultimate. Engineering is like cooking where an
engineer uses raw materials like semiconductors to create a delicious meal that makes life easier for
all, in this case, modern components.

By Satwik | 2nd Year
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Hands-on online workshop to recognize Catsvs-Dogs classifier using TensorFlow(13th
September 2020)- IoT Labs
Cats-vs-Dogs Classifier using Tensorflow
We are in a time where Deep Learning is one of the most in-demand
skills in the industry, have you thought of how exciting it would be to
know how to develop your own Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
model? A wonderful hands-on experience on getting started with
Deep Learning where a model was trained to recognize Cats vs Dogs
in an image was one of the perks of the event.

IEEE EVENTS
We’re so excited to introduce some of our IEEE Atria
Student Branch members, Pramod B N- Chair, Dr.
Ambar Bajpai- Branch Counselor, Dr. Arun BalodiBranch Advisor. We’ve conducted and participated in
Virtual Conclave for IEEE Membership and Branch
Chapter benefits, IEEE-AIT student branch chapter
membership drive, IEEE Day Celebration, IEEE
International Workshop on Ethical Hacking & Cyber
Security, IEEE International Workshop on Digital
Image Processing Workshop, IEEE-AIT student
branch chapter event by Execom team.

A complete hands-on online event on Machine
Learning(12th November, 2020)- IoT Labs
Machine Learning for everyone
We all know how important it is to have an
expertise in Machine Learning in today’s work
environment, this event planned to start from
the basics of machine learning (regression) and
go till advanced topics such as (GANs and RNN).
It was a complete hands-on event wherein many
real-time problems were solved using machine
learning and the audience got an insight on how
corporates like Google and Amazon are making
profits.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MENTAL WELL-BEING IN PANDEMIC TIME

With 5-feet apart as the new normal, mental health is bound to go down the drain. The anxiety of
germs and constantly sanitizing everything, the confines of a cage that used to once be home, the
isolation that comes with social inactiveness easily causes one to feel depressed.
Depression can affects one mentally (nightmares, constant worrying, indecisiveness, negativity),
physically (headaches, muscular tension, infections skin irritation, fatigue/irritation), emotionally (loss
of confidence, anger, anxiety) and also one’s behaviour (accident-prone, over/under eating,
sleeplessness/restlessness).
Miss Ganashree held a very engaging and vital session in the midst of this unforeseen and
unfortunate pandemic, when everyone was about to give up and start the freaking out was when
Ganashree ma’am reminded us of the importance of hobbies and keeping in contact with our friends
and family that are not in our immediate physical reach, as even they might be struggling during
these difficult times.
The session was a much longed for one, where Miss Ganashree told us that one of the ways she got
over the boredom that ensued the global lockdown was by reading books, amongst many other
hobbies of her own, like gardening , painting and photography.
She encouraged us to do the same and draw on skills that we have used in the past to overcome
life’s adversities, quoting Lao Tzu, “If you correct your mind, the rest of your life will fall into place”.
She also stated that ‘only if you love yourself will you know how to love others’.
She told us that it is okay to slow down and take time to adjust with the situation. It’s okay to feel sad,
confused, scared, stressed or even angry and since you’re stuck at home, it is important to maintain a
healthy lifestyle.
The session had many students opening up about their new-found love and passion for things they
had never tried before and also their struggles with the sudden shutdown of the world.
Miss Ganashree helped us see that it is very vital to maintain a balanced and healthy mind, especially
during these tough times and ended this very enthralling session with a book recommendation Ikigai: The Japanese secret to a long and happy life, based on the japanese concept of finding the
purpose of life.
Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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“ON THE PATH TO A BRIGHT
CAREER”
- Mr. PRASHANT V.
“It’s not what you achieve, it’s what you
overcome. That’s the best way to define
career.” – Carlton
Finch. The quote mentioned above can
truly be justified through the webinar
session that was conducted by Mr. Prashant
V on 13 th November, 2020. The main
motive of this session was to help students
to recognize the opportunities that they
come across and make the best out of it.
Mr. Prashant V is an alumnus of Atria
Institute of Technology, who graduated in
the year 2018. He
started off as a middleware engineer in
Torry Harris Business Solutions and is
currently working in the Sales and
Marketing division of the same company.
He is the co-founder of Megabyte Nutrition
and Cookie Kart. He is also an avid motorcyclist and loves off-roading frequently.
The first topic of the session was Mr.
Prashant’s time as a student of Atria. The
faculty of the EC
Department considers him as a very proactive and enterprising student, who took
part in organizing various departmental and
intra-college events. But he reached that
phase only after overcoming setbacks (in
the form of subject backlogs) which,
according to him, is the best thing that ever
happened to him because it made him
realize how valuable time is. General
George Patten quotes ” Success is how
high you can bounce when you hit bottom”
and we can say ,without a doubt, that Mr.
Prashant succeeded, as he went on and
graduated with a First Class Degree in 2018.
The next part of the session mainly
consisted of his work life.
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Back in Atria, Mr. Prashant was a placement cocoordinator, which introduced him to various
recruiters and he eventually found out that
when recruiters look for potential employees,
they look for people who can make the best out
of the opportunity presented to them. This
helped him in securing a job as a middleware
engineer at Torry Harris Business Solutions and
step into the IT Sector.
As a fresher, the company gave him 2-3 months
of training for courses like JAVA, UNIX, SQL, etc
and once that was over, they put him on the
bench, during which he experienced a
monotonous work life, and he was approached
only when there were new projects on board.
This procedure is common to all the freshers of
any IT sector. “They don’t treat you like a
person, they treat you like a resource”, he
further adds.

Atria
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cont.
Luckily he got a chance to work on a project very soon. It was a
migration project and even though it was a difficult one for any fresher,
he signed up for it. It was during this project that he came across likeminded people and started his own health-supplement based
business venture called Megabyte Nutrition along with one of his coworkers. They made samples and distributed them across various tech
companies within their zone, and worked on their day jobs
simultaneously. Within one year, the project was successfully
completed and their product also got good reviews. This helped him
score a new project and whilst working on this one, he started his
other company, Cookie Kart, which ended up gaining more success
than his first company. All of this was completed in a short span of 2
years. This caught the eye of the CEO of Torry Harris, and he was
further promoted to the Sales and Marketing division of the company.
While reflecting back to these events, he further adds that, if he hadn’t
ceased the opportunity by stepping up for the migration project, he
could’ve never co-founded two successful companies and get
promoted in his day job within 2 years. So his advice was that we
should always look out for opportunities and when we find one, we
should say YES to any challenge that comes with it, because you can
always eventually figure out how to overcome those challenges!
He also spoke about Torry Harris’s new venture into the education
sector, where they’ve come up with a
platform which teaches concepts such as Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), Cloud Native Architecture, Micro services, etc, that are being
used extensively in various technological industries. He advised the
students that learning these courses can be very beneficial in getting a
high level job with a good pay. These concepts are taught as hands on
sessions, by people who have more than 12 years of experience in
these fields.
The session ended after an interactive round, where the audience
asked for advices on various topics regarding start ups and clarified
most of their doubts. This session left us feeling proud about the fact
that a student from our college and branch, despite all the setbacks
during his early college days, ended up co-founding two successful
startups and made us realize how beneficial it is to make the best use
of all the opportunities that come knocking at our doors!

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
Our department has conducted a 5-day and a 3-day Faculty Development Programs on “Research
Writing in High Quality International Journal/Conferences” and “Role of IoT and Wireless Sensor Network
in Knowledge Engineering” respectively. A lot of useful and informative webinars, conferences,
bootcamps and workshops were hosted and conducted in our college and other organizations by our
faculties, Dr. Arun Balodi, Dr. Ambar Bajpai, Prof. Sufian, Prof. Vasanthi S, Dr. Prasunna V, Prof. Pavithra K S
and Prof. Sundari T.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Hindi Diwas, Debate Competition and Virtual Singing Contest were open for students of all the branches.
All these events were online and witnessed active participation by students of all departments.

*Online singing competation
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ABHYODAYA PANDEY | 2013 GRADUATE

GHANASHREE | 2013 GRADUATE

TEJASWINI M | 2020 GRADUATE
Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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SMART METER AUTOMATIC
PAYMENT (SMAP)
So as to effectively diminish the measure of the power use in the local
location, the interest reaction (DR) of the purchasers is of significance.
The in-home presentation (IHD) framework gives energy, water and
gas checking data for the customer Demand Response. As of late, we
have an in home Display frameworks, which depend on 2.4GHz
ZigBee. The Wi-Fi gave right now, kinds of IHDs are presented and
their advancements including system designs are thought about.
A wide scope of electrical cable correspondence innovations are
required for various applications, extending from home
computerization to Internet get to. Most PLC innovations restrict
themselves to one sort of wires, (for example, premises wiring inside a
solitary structure), however, some can cross between two levels (for
instance, both the dissemination system and premises wiring).
Normally transformers forestall proliferating the sign, which requires
various innovations to shape exceptionally huge systems. Different
information rates and frequencies are utilized in various
circumstances.
In our everyday life, the power charging needs one KEB individual to
visit every single home to check how many units they have
expended, at that point he will give a power bill to them. In the event
that any property holder didn’t take care of the tab, of course, one
KEB individual needs to visit that home to cut the electric inventory
and again to do the association when he takes care of the tab, But by
utilizing our task there is no need to visit every single home, rather
KEB approved individual can send month to month power charge
naturally to each mortgage holder by sitting at his office. KEBapproved individuals can likewise cut off/on the electric stock of each
home and he can likewise accomplish the heap shedding by sitting
at one spot.
There are circumstances like, we are heading outside and power isn’t
there. So we will neglect to turn off all fans and lights. On the off
chance that the force comes, before we return to our home prompts
power wastage. By utilizing our venture we can decrease power
wastage, by a similar time mortgage holder can send the suitable
message to trip off those force, we can turn off all types of gear and in
this way lessen the force utilization, Using this task rancher can trip
OFF and stumble ON his siphon set and furthermore known current
data about the remote spot, by doing little alterations, it very well may
be utilized as home apparatuses controller. Information transmission
among Energy, water and gas meter and KEB Station is accomplished
through IOT.
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cont.
Today Internet has gotten one of the significant piece of our
everyday life. It has changed how individuals live, work, play and
learn. Web fills for some need instructions, fund, Business,
Industries, Entertainment, Social Networking, Shopping, ECommerce and so forth. The following new uber pattern of
Internet will be Internet of Things (IOT).
Visualizing a world where several objects can sense,
communicate and share information over a Private Internet
Protocol (IP) or Public Networks. The interconnected objects
collect the data at regular intervals, analyze and used to initiate
required action, providing an intelligent network for analyzing,
planning and decision making. This is the world of the Internet of
Things (IOT).
The IOT is generally considered as connecting objects to the
Internet and using that connection for control of those objects or
remote monitoring. But this definition was referred only to part of
IOT evolution considering the machine to machine market
today. But actual definition of IOT is creating a brilliant, invisible
network which can be sensed, controlled and programmed. The
products developed based on IOT include embedded
technology which allows them to exchange information, with
each other or the Internet and it is assessed that about 8 to 50
billion devices will be connected by 2020. Since these devices
come online, they provide better life style, create safer and more
engaged communities and revolutionized healthcare.
The entire concept of IOT stands on sensors, gateway and
wireless network which enable users to communicate and
access the application/information. Be that as it may, among all
the regions no place does the IOT offer more prominent
guarantee than in the field of health awareness. As a saying goes
“Health is wealth” it is exceptionally crucial to make utilization of
the innovation for better wellbeing. Consequently it is obliged to
add to an IOT framework which gives secure health awareness
checking. So outlining a savvy medicinal services framework
where client information is gotten by the sensor and sent to the
cloud through Wi-Fi and permitting just approved clients to get
to the information.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Alumni Talk
With Mohammed Zoheb

The socially dead year 2020 ended with a bang for the ECE department thanks to Mr Mohammed
Zoheb. The Alumni Relations Cell interviewed Mr. Zoheb in a segment called ‘Alumni In
Conversation’.
His favourite hobbies are Travelling and learning different languages. He is also an avid culture
enthusiast.
One of the questions asked during the interview the first question was ‘What are the aspects a
college student should focus on to improve their professional life?’ to which Mr. Zoheb told us
that goals are very important in understanding how to prioritize time and what elements should
be given more focus. He further added that we must set fixed goals and try not to stray from our
plans as much as possible.
When asked about how he spent his college years in Germany and how different it was from the
typical college life here in Atria, Zoheb sir said that while both colleges were good, he had a
chance to learn German, given how he loved learning new languages, he was extremely excited
about that.
Another question was related to the work style in Germany and how different the experience was
from working in India
He told us that his work experience so far has been great though the hardware work line was a
little on the less frequent side of career choices, he still enjoys his work.
A lot of questions were asked and sir answered them all with great enthusiasm and clear ideas, he
also shared his memories of college, about the projects he undertook and mentioned the
teachers and mentors that helped him and especially thanked professor Shalini Vasishta for her
help and support.
We had a very informative session and an incredible conversation with Mr. Mohammed Zoheb. It
was truly a session that helped and inspired many of us.
Thank you.
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES
ICTEMA 2020 Conference participation- Dr. Arun Balodi
IEEE Conference TPC chair of ICAIT 2020 at Yangon, Myanmar, 4-5 Nov, 2020- Dr. Ambar Bajpai
Guest Lecture on “AI in Health Care” in Dev Bhoomi Group of Institution,

Dehradoon- Dr. Arun Balodi

SMIEEE Bangalore Section India- Dr. Ambar Bajpai
KSCST Project fund for Smart Energy meter using LORA for Electricity theft- Prof. Rakhi

IIRS
Outreach
Programme
Our college, Atria Institute of
Technology (AIT) got an
academic license agreement
from the prestigious institution,
Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO), Dehardun to participate in an online training programme
conducted by Indian Institute of Remote Sensing on “Basics of
Geocomputation and Geoweb Services” between October 19, 2020
to October 29, 2020.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES
Courses
We’re so proud to say that a lot of our professors and students successfully completed a
number of technical and non-technical courses from different universities through Coursera and
NPTEL platforms. Most of the courses are from their respective technical backgrounds, some
even completed 9 courses! We’re so eager to inform you that our department faculties and
students are recognized in some of the most prestigious institutions.

Paper publication
Our very talented professors were actively a part of paper publication in Journals and
Conferences from various domains. Their contributions were issued and accepted in the
respective domains which is definitely a moment of celebration and happiness, we wholeheartedly congratulate our professors.

Patents
Patents titled “A secured healthcare system using private blockchain technology” and
“A NOVEL IOT BASED DISINFECTANT SANITIZER TUNNEL AGAINST COVID-19 USING HUMAN
DETECTING SENSORS AND END TO END SECURITY MODEL” submitted by Dr. Arun Balodi and
Dr. Ambar Bajpai respectively along with other members in the respective fields were published
and appeared online.

Microprocessor Challenge
2 student teams of Dept of ECE participated in Microprocessor Challenge- 2020, Organised
by IIT, Chennai with C-DAC, mentored by Prof. Rajagopalan Nadathur, Prof. Sampada H. K. and
Prof. Bhaskar M. K.
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AICTE ACTIVITY POINTS PROGRAMME FOR 2018-2022 BATCH STUDENTS – A 5-DAY
AWARENESS PROGRAMME

ONLINE CLASSES
ONLINE THEORY AND LABORATORY CLASSES FOR ALL THE SEMESTERS OF DEPARTMENT DURING PANDEMIC

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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The students are encouraged and mentored by faculty of the department to participate in elite
project competitions like DST & Texas Instruments, Indian Innovation Challenge Design Contest,
L&T’s Techgium, Govt of India’s Smart India Hackathon(SIH) etc. Also, students are made to intern
with several niche technology enabled S&ME as well as large organizations to prepare them well
for career. Wipro, TCS, Amazon, Infosys, Cognizant, Tech Mahindra are a few names where are
students have been placed this year.
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Department of ECE
VISION

To become a pioneer in developing competent professionals with societal and ethical
values through transformational learning and interdisciplinary research in the field of
Electronics and Communication Engineering.
MISSION

The department of Electronics and Communication is committed to:
M1: Offer quality¬ technical education through experiential learning to produce

competent engineering professionals.
M2: Encourage a culture of innovation and multidisciplinary research in collaboration

with industries/universities.
M3: Develop interpersonal, intrapersonal, entrepreneurial, and communication skills

among students to enhance their employability.
M4: Create a congenial environment for the faculty and students to achieve their

desired goals and to serve society by upholding ethical values.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO's)

Upon completion of the program, graduates will be able to:
PEO1: Tackle complex engineering problems with the sound knowledge of electronics

and communication engineering.
PEO2: Utilize their knowledge and skills to develop solutions in multi-disciplinary

environments through collaborative research.
PEO 3: Inculcate effective communication skills, teamwork, and leadership for a

successful career in industry and academia.
PEO4: Exhibit professional ethics and social awareness in their professional career and

engage in lifelong learning.
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO's)

Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PSO1

Apply the knowledge of leading-edge hardware and software tools to solve problems in
the area of Embedded Systems, VLSI, and IoT.
PSO2

Apply the concepts of Signal and Image Processing to solve problems in communication
systems.

STUDY LINKS
NPTEL - https://nptel.ac.in/
COURSERA - https://www.coursera.org/in
UDEMY - https://www.udemy.com/
LINKDEN - https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
edX - https://www.edx.org/
NAUKRI - https://www.naukri.com/
KHAN ACADEMY - https://www.khanacademy.org/
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left

FACULTY EDITORS

SUFIAN KAKI ALSAM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
PRACTICE

DR. ARUN BALODI
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

SHALINI VASHISHTHA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
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STUDENT EDITORS
SIVA

DARSHAN

DEBLINA

AJANTH

ATHULYA
AKSHA

SAGARIKA
PRAKRUTHI
CHANDU
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